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Hainan Chicken Rice
A simple yet surprising dish of delicate chicken & well flavoured rice, combining the
holy trinity of Chinese cuisine - garlic, ginger and spring onions.

Method
1. Bruise 2 spring onions and place in large saucepan of

boiling water with � of the garlic, roughly sliced
ginger, and the chicken pieces. 

2. Boil gently for 10 -15 minutes until the chicken is
cooked through with no pinkness in the meat. Remove
the chicken and set aside to cool. Strain the cooking
liquid, reserving the liquid and discarding the rest.

3. In a clean saucepan add 1tbsp of oil and gently stir fry
the remaining garlic, ginger and 2 chopped spring
onions until fragrant.  In the meantime add the OXO
chicken stock  cube to the reserved poaching liquid
and mix well.

4. Add the rice to the pan and fry for 2 minutes stirring
until all the grains are coated. Then pour in enough
stock to cover the rice, bring to the boil, cover and
simmer until the rice is just cooked. Drain the rice if
needed and keep warm in a serving dish.

5. In the meantime remove any bones from the chicken
and chop into bite-sized pieces, place in a serving dish.
Combine together the soy and sesame oil and spoon
over the chicken ensuring a good coating. Shred the
remaining spring onions and sprinkle over the top. 

6. Warm the remaining stock in another small saucepan.
Then serve in soup bowls scattered with a few extra
spring onions and few scant drops of sesame oil.

7. Serve a little more of the soy/sesame mixture or even
some sweet chilli sauce on the side for dipping.

Submitted by James Turner

Ingredients
• 4 chicken quarters (or a

mixture of breasts and
thighs)

• 3 cloves of garlic (finely
chopped)

• 5cm piece of peeled root
ginger (half roughly sliced,
half finely grated or
chopped)

• 1 bunch spring onions 
•  Oil for frying
• 1 cup of long grain rice
• 1 OXO Chicken stock cube
• 1 tbsp light soy sauce
• 1 tbsp sesame oil
• Extra soy sauce, sesame oil

and sweet chilli to
accompany.

Serves 2

Handy hints
Traditionally the chicken
skin is left on for extra
flavour, but if you prefer;
remove the skin prior to
boiling the chicken.

If you have leftover stock,
simply allow to cool, freeze
in a sealed container  and
use in other Asian-inspired
recipes, or to give an extra
zing to  the gravy with your
Sunday roast.


